
Abstract/Description:
A collaborative artist's book by Sarah Bodman and Tom Sowden was exhibited at Doverodde Book Arts Festival, Doverodde, Denmark, Saturday 9th May 2009, with the production of the book en-route documented as a collaborative video work available to view on the UWE Book Arts website – along with the talks and information sheets.
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The Cherry Blossom Grove is a forest made of white and pink Cherry Trees. Trees are reasonably spaced to create glades in this biome, filled with flowers. The terrain is a mixture of plain Dirt and Silty Dirt. Alongside Cherry Trees, there are Pink Daffodils and Grass. Villages do not spawn in this biome. The normal range of passive mobs, such as Sheep, spawn here. Cherry Blossom by KikiLynnHedgehog. Cherryblossom artwork from others by DragonlordT. Explore #cherryblossom. Related tags: #cherryblossom #sakura #pink #flower #tree #spring #anime #flowers #japanese. Mature content Hidden. VISIBLE. HIDDEN. Petals Fall yuumei 19,856 539 Spring is here Autumnlulia 158 17 Cherry blossoms PS brushes Lileya 1,400 250 Premade BK 565 FairieGoodMother 845 127 Vector Foliage-Plants Photoshop and GIMP Brushes redheadstock 3,055 478 roost clockbirds 6,363 106 Cherry Bomb Astri-Lohne 1,036 31 Seilah LAS-T 609 31 [MMD] Cherry Blossom Dress [+DL] Sims3Ripper 1 A cherry blossom is a flower of several trees of genus Prunus, particularly the Japanese cherry, Prunus serrulata, which is called sakura after the Japanese桜 (さくら). Currently they are widely distributed, especially in the temperate zone of the Northern Hemisphere including Japan, Nepal, India, Taiwan, Korea, Mainland China, West Siberia, Iran, Myanmar and Afghanistan. Along with the chrysanthemum, the cherry blossom is considered the national flower of Japan.